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Welcome to the November 2020 edition of the WJVintage
newsletter. It hardly seems possible that Christmas is just around
the corner and yet we are still in the grip of the Covid 19 pandemic
and indeed, here in England, we are midway through a
proposed/supposed one month second lockdown. Fortunately, this
is another bumper edition so at least you can while away a nice
coffee break with something to read!
I must just mention that this is not a bumper edition due to my travels,
as I haven’t been anywhere! No, once again I have you, the readership,
to thank for your wonderful contributions which allow me to bring you a
varied, and hopefully interesting, view of what everyone is up to during
this strange year on planet earth. Please, please keep the photos,
snippets of information and articles coming as I think we are going to be
largely stuck at home for some time to come. Thanks to David Knighton
for this month’s header photo – there’s more from him below.
So, this month ‘Customer Corner’ is very definitely worth a visit with
layout photos from several readers, Part 2 of Roger Kimber’s Collection,
featuring his British outline models and a superb feature on DIY
Cattle/Livestock Wagons from Andrew Spooner. If he could ‘kit’ his design
I think it would be very popular, so do take a look!
‘What’s New’ features a superb new Well Wagon, which is our first 2021
new product announcement, plus I have included my ‘Christmas
Crackers’, a range of goodies I have arriving imminently and/or already
in stock and available to tempt you as Christmas presents or treats!
Stay safe and ….
Keep Enjoying Your Trains
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Customer Corner
(aka - Your ‘Lockdown Locos’)

Toby Ross
Just a short while ago on November 14th, Prince Charles, the Prince of
Wales, celebrated his 72nd birthday. To commemorate the day, Toby Ross
from Malta decided to give a run out to his Bassett-Lowke Prince Charles
4-4-0, a loco he describes as one of his favourites that sadly doesn’t get
to run that often these days. Well it certainly looks the part sitting in the
station with a couple of nice BR Blood and Custard coaches. Well done
Toby for finding a fitting reason to run such a lovely loco!
David Knighton

David Knighton is no stranger to the newsletter as he operates layouts at
several large events – during normal years - and has supplied quite a few
photos of his events in the past. He has only fairly recently completed a
large train room extension to his property and so when the opportunity
arose at the HRCA 50th anniversary event last year to purchase Peter
Koch-Osborne’s complete, portable-ish O gauge layout, he couldn’t resist
the temptation. I don’t think I have included any recent photos of the
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layout so I thought it was time to do so! The fact that several
WJVintage products feature is entirely coincidental of course!!
The header photo at the top of the newsletter shows a WJV Sentinel 0-40 steam shunter doing what it does best; namely shunting, in this case
some rather nice WJV private owner coal wagons. Then, above we have a
lovely Ace Trains Jubilee 5615 ‘Malay States’ hauling a milk train that
includes a variety of WJV six-wheeled milk tank wagons. The photo below
focuses on the milk tankers where you will see two styles of United
Dairies wagons and a West Park Dairy Company wagon – all of these are
completely sold out I might add.

Gordon Sandell
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The photo above is a great shot from Gordon Sandell in Washington State
in the USA. What I particularly like about this composition, apart from
Gordon’s superb layout of course, is the military train with ‘essential
military supplies’. If you look closely you will see that the WD Hunslet
Austerity is hauling a goods train consisting entirely of beer wagons!
The leading vehicles are an Ace/Horton Newcastle Brown Ale van, a WJV
Graham's Golden Lager tank wagon, and a Corgi-Bassett-Lowke low-sided
wagon with a Watney’s container (from Graham Lock). The rest of the
train consists of a couple of WJV Bass open wagons, a Darstaed Bass
van, an Ace/Horton Guinness van and bringing up the rear a circa 1950
Bassett-Lowke brake van. And there was me thinking an army marches
on its stomach, not its beer belly! Thanks for a great photo Gordon

Brian Edinboro is a relatively new customer to me but has been a hugely
enthusiastic O Gauge collector for quite some time. He is a former
employee of British Railways and so, not surprisingly, his main area of
interest is post war BR, with quite an emphasis on the diesel era. As you
can probably make out from the photo above his layout is in his loft and
he is currently in the process of extending it quite considerably. He is also
moving from Lionel FasTrack to a mix of Lionel and Merkur. He reports
that a simple converter track makes this dead easy and has promised to
send some photos soon.
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Brian’s latest acquisition is the Seven Mill Models BR Class 03 Diesel
shown above in BR Blue with wasp stripe ends. It is his second Seven Mill
03 purchase, and he is delighted with the smooth running and excellent
hauling capability of both.

Above is another photo from Brian’s layout with a distinct Ace flavour – a
nice Southern Celebration class in the foreground, with an ETS for Red
Tree Warship diesel behind and some Ace PO wagons in the background.
Many thanks for the photos Brian and I look forward to some further
updates on your layout in the near future.
The Roger Kimber Collection
Part Two – British Outline
Being a further selection of my O gauge models. This time, mainly British outline.
FIRST COLLECTION.

These are all ACE except for the Darstaed 2-6-2 on the second row
Front row
ACE SR Schools Class 4-4-0 ‘Eton’ as built without smoke deflectors.
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ACE SR Q Class 0-6-0 in Southern Wartime Black.
Second Row
Darstaed 2-6-2 in Black lined green.
ACE Bulleid Battle of Britain Pacific 21C167 ‘Tangmere’ in Bulleid Malachite Green
Back Row
ACE 0-4-4 M7 tank 104 in Southern Bulleid Malachite lined Green
ACE Bulleid Battle of Britain Pacific 34069 ‘Hawkinge’ in early emblem BR Green
The lorries are Corgi, both in SR Express Parcel Services livery.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------SECOND SELECTION, the first with a military theme.

Front row
ETS (made in the Czech Republic) WD 7199 2-8-0 Austerity in Sand Livery.
Second Row
ACE 4-6-0 Castle Class Lysander in GWR Wartime Matt Green livery, named after the WWII aircraft.
One Darstaed and one WJV tank wagon.
Third Row
ETS TCUSA 1728 Liberation Class in blue Transportation Corps livery.
ETS 0-6-0 USA Class Dock Shunter in Black Transportation Corps livery.
Fourth Row
Bassett Lowke SECR 810 N Class in Grey livery, introduced during WWI for ease of maintenance and
with large running numbers for easy identification.
ETS 0-6-0 USA Class Dock Shunter in Grey WD livery.
------------------------------------------------------------------------THIRD SELECTION

Front row
ETS LSWR 479 4-4-2 Adams Radial Tank in Pea Green. WJV/Raylo
ACE SR 455 King Arthur Class 4-6-0 ‘Sir Lancelot’ in Bulleid’s Malachite Livery.
Second row
ACE SR 455 King Arthur Class 4-6-0 ‘Excalibur’ in SR Wartime Black Livery.
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Third row
Seven Mill Models LNER 4489 A4 4-6-2 ‘Woodcock’ in Battleship Grey, a livery carried for a very
short period just before WWII. WJV/Raylo
Fourth row and just visible
ACE LSWR 0-4-4 M7 tank 104 in LSWR Fully Lined Green.
----------------------------------------------------------------------Finally, the FOURTH SECTION: the second with a predominately military theme.

Front row
Corgi traction engine and trailer in WD grey.
Now I wonder who these people are. Are they real soldiers waiting for the royal train? Actually, the
maker called them “Walmington-on-Sea Home Guard”, presumably for licencing reasons, in a series
called “Good Soldiers” purchased some 20 years ago.

The brand new Hunslet 0-6-0 in wartime WD green livery from WJV/Raylo.
Second row
WJV/Raylo 0-4-0 Sentinel No.1 Molly in WD green livery.
WJV/Raylo Sulphuric acid tank wagon recent release.
WJV/Raylo Bogie bolster wagon in WD livery with a second Corgi traction engine in WD livery and
the Matchbox armoured car load.
Two of four WJV WW1 War Office tank wagons.
Third row
Some of the Hornby O gauge wagons, new old shop stock, which started my collection, and would
mean everything would be mint and boxed, or as near as possible.
Back row
WJV/Raylo London and South Western Railway 479 4-4-2 Adams Radial Tank in Pea Green again. I do
have the black SR version also, but it missed the photo!
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Two ETS Terriers in Kent and East Sussex Railway blue and South East and Chatham Railway green
livery. Having bought the KESR version, and with the help mainly of Colin of Raylo I eventually ended
up with the whole collection of eighteen!
Thank you for looking. I hope you found them interesting and maybe you’ve seen something you’d
not seen before!

O Gauge Cattle/Livestock Wagon by Andrew Spooner
A few years ago now, Andrew approached me with an idea for a cattle
wagon in O Gauge. Some enquiries were made of ETS but unfortunately
the set-up costs were pretty high, and the project came to nothing.
However, undeterred, Andrew started to look at other ways to create a
professional looking wagon but without massive up-front costs. I think he
has found the perfect solution. Here, in his own words, is how he went
about it.
The purchase of a large number of Ace/Darstaed underframes at auction provided the opportunity
to construct a common wagon missing in the available range of ready to run 3 rail – a cattle truck.
Realising the time for sufficient older style Hornby stock to appear at auction was not viable and
after considering Slater’s kits, which seem out of place alongside other tinplate, I decided to
investigate the suppliers of laser cut buildings and other accessories to have my own design made
up.
I run LNER loosely based around the late 1930s, so inspiration came from Peter Tatlow’s book on
LNER wagons. I contacted Andy Pearce of Railmodel.co.uk. to make the body from 1mm and 2mm
laser cut Mdf. Using a scale drawing, which was simplified and redrawn on a basic desktop publisher
and then scaled to meet an O Gauge dimension and fit on the underframe.
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The finished design allowed for two floor plates to both secure to the chassis and lock over the
original projections for a tanker body, end sections are single 2mm Mdf and the roof in 1mm Mdf
with grooves cut to allow bending over the finished body. The side sections are in 2 parts, a 1mm
inner and a 2mm outer to provide details of the planking and diagonal bracing. Brass wire inserted at
each end provided the bars and lettering and numbering is completed using Becc’s vinyl lettering
sets.

A long rake of them next to the recently completed, but as yet not installed cattle dock, looks good.

Like most projects I would do some elements differently second time round, but I am pleased with
the result of a first attempt of designing and having components made to order. The next project will
be looking to procure ETS underframes and having a go at 5 and 7 plank mineral wagons, my two
grandsons have a desire to see their names on the sides of some coal wagons pulling out of an Ely
siding!
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That really is a fantastic outcome Andrew and thank you so much for
sharing your project with us. I am sure there will be nothing but positive
feedback. I am certainly envious of your skills!

What’s New

It has been a while since I have brought you anything brand new (blame
Covid!), but now I am delighted to be able to preview one of our brandnew 2021 projects. I hope you will agree it has been worth the wait as we
plan to bring you a superb new, all-tinplate construction Well Wagon.
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It doesn’t purport to be a replica, but the design certainly draws
considerable influence from the very rare pre-war Bassett-Lowke ‘Flatrol
M’ design. Accordingly, some of the loads which Graham Lock has very
kindly already mocked-up, and which will be offered separately, also
reflect the vintage heritage of this lovely wagon.
It is early days at the moment, and the Czech Republic has been hit far
harder in the second wave of Coronavirus than it was in the first, so I will
not predict a delivery date just yet.
However, I will say that the price looks like being £99.00 plus P&P (and
subject to Brexit deal/no-deal, free trade/trade tariffs etc) and liveries will
include LNER, GWR, LMS, SR and BR. We may also stretch to a WD
version – it isn’t quite the right shape for a ‘Warwell’, but I’m sure some
military uses are not beyond the realms of the imagination.
Please note loads are not included – they will be offered separately.
More details will emerge over the next couple of months but for now here
are a couple more photos of the prototype – just to whet your appetites!
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Dan Toys

I have been delighted by your response to the Dan Toys range of diecast
Guy lorries. In fact, I have already sold out of several designs and have
taken delivery now of a second batch, including some new schemes. With
more than a passing resemblance to Dinky Supertoys, these modern
reproduction models are produced to the very highest quality, giving
collectors the opportunity to own mint, vintage-looking toys for a fraction
of the cost of an original. Even the Dan Toys boxes bear a striking
resemblance to the original Dinky mid-1950s blue and white striped
boxes.

The British Railways Van has been a clear favourite to-date and so I have
now stocked up on these. The current stock available is shown below.
Please contact me asap to secure any of these.
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Dan 236 – Guy Flatbed - Orange/Green

Dan 244 – Guy 4 Ton Lorry – Tan/Red

Dan 210 Guy Van – Slumberland

Dan 268 – Guy Van – Esso

Dan 237 – Guy Flatbed – Yellow

Dan 233 - Guy Flatbed with tailboard – Green/Red

Dan 265 – Guy Van Chiver’s Jelly

Dan 269 – Guy Van – Beefy Oxo
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Dan 270 – Guy Van – Brooke Bond Tea

Dan 271 – Guy Van – British Railways

All these Dan Toys models are produced at approx. 1:48th scale (US O
Gauge) so they are a little under scale for the UK. However, in practice, I
think they look just great, and they really are produced as a top-quality
item – just like the originals.
It already looks like I will shortly have to place a third order for these so if
I am out of stock of a particular favourite do please let me know and I will
add it to the order.
Dan Toys also produce a really nice model of the Guy Van in the wellknown Lyons Swiss Rolls livery. The original Dinky Supertoys version is
very sought after indeed and would cost several hundred pounds in mint
condition. The Dan Toys version, packed in a repro Dinky box, is more
expensive than the rest of the range at £49.99 but I will be happy to
supply to order (subject to availability). I now have a short waiting list for
these which will be included in the next order. Let me know if you would
like your name adding to the list.
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…and from Graham Lock
Spurred on by the range of Dan Toys I have just announced, Graham
Lock has been in touch with a couple of existing loads that will fit the Guy
flatbed, and has been developing some new loads to suit as well.

The packing case is available in Pickfords or Carter Patterson livery, whilst
the cable drum is available in BICC, Callender, Enfield or Liverpool Cables
schemes. All are priced at £11.00 plus P&P
Graham’s new range is a series of tanks with mock-ups shown below

Choose from the following:
Pool, Shell/BP, Regent, Mobil Oil, Power, Redline, Wakefield Castrol, Esso,
Pratts, Shell, BP Motor Spirit.
The tank range is priced at £12.00 each plus P&P. Order now for delivery
in good time for Christmas.

Revised Couplings

I still have a few of the wagon couplings in stock and will be ordering
more for delivery in the new year. I also have good stocks of the loco
couplings.
They are priced at £4.25 plus P&P per pair for the wagon couplings and
£4.50 plus P&P per pair for the loco couplings. A bag of 20 pairs is also
be available for £80.00 plus P&P for the wagon couplings and £85.00
plus P&P for the loco couplings.
The wagon couplings are designed to fit easily to all Bassett-Lowke
(Corgi/Hornby era) and WJVintage issued wagons and make a massive
difference – reducing the distance between buffers from circa 25mm to
just under 10mm (see photos below for before and after) without any
buffer lock problems. They are far less obtrusive & more visually pleasing.
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BEFORE

AFTER

The loco versions can be easily fitted to any WJVintage/ETS produced
locomotives to create a similar effect.

BEFORE

AFTER

Christmas Crackers!
Yes, Christmas is fast approaching, and whilst it may be a very different
celebration this year, I think we all deserve a little Christmas cheer after
this rather difficult year.
With this in mind, I have put together a selection of products that may
tempt you, either as presents or as a treat for yourself!

ETS #185 Beyer Garratt 0-2-6-6-2-0 LMS Maroon
R/N 4998
What better way to start than with this highly limited special edition of the
eye-catching Beyer Garratt by ETS
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This is a new production run of just four pieces in LMS Maroon and I will
be taking delivery of two pieces in time for Christmas, with an option to
increase to four if there is demand.
Is it me or does this not look just stunning in this superb livery?
The specification is as follows:
Tinplate construction with detailed tampo-printed livery
3-rail only
0-16 volts DC operation
Working front and rear directional lights
Twin Motors each with the unique ETS clutch drive
UK droplink couplings
Overall length 500mm (19.7 inches)
Operates on minimum 27inch radius track

Price is £739.00 plus P&P
Please get in touch quickly to secure one of these beautiful
and head turning locomotives.

ETS #203 General Electric Steeplecab
North Eastern Railway Green
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Here is another superb British outline loco by ETS, the General
Electric Steeplecab (or Camelback) BoBo in lined North Eastern Green.
The specification is as follows:
Tinplate construction with detailed tampo-printed livery
3-rail only
0-16 volts DC operation
Working front and rear directional lights
Twin Motors each with the unique ETS clutch drive
UK droplink couplings (not as pictured)
Sprung extending pantograph connector
Overall length 270mm (10.5 inches)
Operates on minimum 24inch radius track
Priced at just £407.00 plus P&P – please get in touch to secure yours.

ETS #225 Deutsche Reichsbahn Class 99 0-4-0
Unlined Black

Something for those that like a more European flavour to their layout, this
lovely little steam loco boasts all the usual ETS features and represents
excellent value for money
The specification is as follows:
Tinplate construction with detailed tampo-printed livery
3-rail only
10-16 volts DC operation
Working front and rear directional lights
Single motor with the unique ETS clutch drive
UK droplink couplings (not as pictured) or ETS European style coupling
(please specify)
Operates on minimum 24inch radius track
Priced at just £195.00 plus P&P – please get in touch to secure yours
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Ace Trains 4-4-0 Celebration Class LMS Lined Maroon
R/N 2006

Here is an excellent opportunity to acquire one of the earlier Ace Trains
releases, the Celebration Class 4-4-0 tender loco. It is a freelance design
but looks absolutely right in its LMS Maroon livery. This is a second-hand
model but it is in very nice, used condition and runs very smoothly with
good hauling ability for its size. It isn’t perfect and does have a few minor
paint chips. I have tried to show the worst of these in the photo below. If
you look carefully you will see along the rear top edge of the tender and
down the rear corner, there are some minor chips but these really are not
very noticeable at all and could very easily be sorted.
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The loco comes in its original box which is generally good but with some
black marking on one side (visible if you enlarge the photo above) and a
slight stain on the underside. It is complete with all instructions and
dusters (slightly marked) in place.
The best thing about this loco is the price which is offered at an incredibly
reasonable £195.00 plus P&P. This is absolutely fantastic value for what
is really a very nice, useable little loco in very good used condition. First
come, first served!

Austerity/LNER J94
0-6-0ST

Sentinel Y1/Y3
0-4-0 Steam
Shunter
-LNER 8163 & 8400
-British Railways
-BR early & late
crest
-BR Engineering
Dept
-LMS
-GWR
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Tank Wagons
& Brake Van
4-Wheel
WD – Sulphuric Acid
6-Wheel
St Ivel
NE Brake

See us at Shows – it’s not happening for a while yet!
Well, I’m afraid with the recent rise in Covid 19 infections and the latest
government lockdown measures to hopefully bring the second wave of the
virus under control, it looks like spring 2021 will be the earliest we will see
any shows return. Indeed, the government is saying that measures may
have to be in place until at least April, taking us well into the new year.
However, I am still open for business, indeed I could do with your support
more than ever at this tricky time financially, so do remember that I can still
take your orders and despatch by post. Ordering and Payment options as
below.

Ordering from WJVintage is still Easy

Online
Please use the WJVintage website as a shop window and then place you
order by using the dropdown menu on each product page to select and
submit the item you wish to purchase. This automatically sends me your
details and I will be in touch to confirm your requirements and take
payment. Alternatively select what you want and then give me a call or email
me. Whichever method you use I will get back to you asap and I can confirm
stock, particularly for highly limited items, and postage options. Please see
below for full contact details.
Credit Card
We have a credit/debit card facility, so you can telephone and place your
order with us by calling 07711 092497 – please have your card to hand
when calling.
Cheque
If you would prefer to pay by cheque, that is no problem either. Just
download the order form from our website and complete your
requirements. Then make a cheque out for the total and post both order
form and cheque to us at the address shown. Please make cheques
payable to WJVintage.
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Email
Alternatively, you can place your order by email and payment can then
be made either by card, PayPal, direct bank transfer or cheque. Please
note our email address is: wjvintage@outlook.com
BACS
A growing number of customers are now choosing to send money direct to
my account by BACS transfer. If you would like to use this method, please
contact me and I will send you my bank account details.

Delivery Situation
Despite the new ‘Lockdown’, both postal and courier services are currently
operating pretty much as normal with good delivery times to most of the
UK but obviously this may change as Christmas workloads start to impact.
At the moment I am saying Wednesday 18th is the last day for 1st
Class Christmas Post to UK destinations. Please try to get your
orders in earlier rather than later.
Some overseas parcels are still subject to some delay and, of course the
situation is subject to change as Covid spikes in some countries may
result in further measures to control the outbreaks.
Please bear this in mind when ordering from overseas and please do be
patient. Touch wood, nothing has been lost at all yet, but there have
been, and will be, delays.
Just to repeat my statement from previous newsletters this is still
relevant:
Staff and Premises
•
•
•

As a one-man-band I am continuing to operate from the WJ Vintage HQ in the
Northamptonshire countryside.
Currently I am fit and well and keen to crack on as usual, whilst exercising all
possible caution according to government guidelines.
I operate from a home office, plus a small, custom-built storeroom/pick and pack
area and I am currently taking extra care to ensure a clean working environment
with surfaces being regularly cleaned and disinfected.

Deliveries
•
•
•

I am currently continuing to work with Royal Mail, Parcelforce and other delivery
services to get your parcels to you in good time.
In most cases, delivery drivers will drop off parcels without you having to
physically sign for them.
Public Health England (PHE) has advised that people receiving parcels are at
virtually no risk of contracting the coronavirus. From experience with other
coronaviruses, we know that these types of viruses don’t survive long on objects,
such as letters or parcels.
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•

This works in tandem with my own policy of regular hand washing and use of
sanitiser gel when handling and packing goods.

All the best

Paul
*********

WJVintage

Tel: 07711 092497
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www.wjvintage.co.uk

